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Abstract

Taking advantage of multi-thread technology provided by multi-core in single processor, this paper describes multi-thread implementation on fingerprint direct-access strategy using local-star-topology-based discriminator features. Multi-thread was applied for data partitioning on hashing add-lookup process, and for work partitioning on similarity score computation. Efficiency of the implementation was achieved, as confirmed by the experiments results. Using quad-thread of dual-core single processor on test on experiment, multi-thread implementation can reduce average search time about 17% compare to its single-thread implementation. This result was achieved with relatively same average accuracy trend and has significant improvement by considering millisecond order importance of searching process on large scale data.
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1. Introduction

This paper is about parallel process implementation as an improvement of our research on fingerprint direct-access strategy [1]. The improvement accommodates efficiency aspect, i.e. higher searching speed without sacrificing accuracy, related to taking advantage of running algorithm on multi-thread environment of multi-core of single processor.

Our research proposed a new method in area of fingerprint direct-access, whose result confirmed it as a promising method because it can compared favorably with and even outperformed other competing state-of-the-art techniques over three publicly available data sets [2, 3]. For the accuracy aspect [4], up to certain small Penetration Rate, this method gave smaller Error Rate compared to other methods.

Related to other competing state-of-the-art techniques, in the last decade, several proposed fingerprint direct-access strategies has roughly classified by [5].

a) Global features, e.g., average ridge-line frequency. They are usually collaborated with other features for obtaining smaller search space [6].

b) Local ridge-line orientations, e.g., [6-9], other features derived from the orientation image, e.g., [10, 11].

c) Minutiae, e.g., [12, 15]: most indexing approaches based on minutiae derive robust geometric features from triplets of minutiae points and use hashing techniques to perform the search.

d) Other features obtained from the fingerprint pattern: such as Finger Code [15], ridge curvature [16], and SIFT features [17].

e) Matching scores to build index keys [18, 19].

1 Based on [32], a thread, or thread of execution, is a software term for the basic ordered sequence of instructions that can be passed through or processed by a single central processing unit (CPU) core. At the other side, a core is a hardware term that describes the number of independent CPUs in a single computing component (die or chip).
Proposed new method is close to the third approach above, but instead of using triplets of minutiae points, it used local-star-structure associated with the minutiae, and then its derived features were used by hashing techniques [20] to perform the search. Sequential access strategy (one-to-one comparison) using this local-star-structure was introduced first by Ratha et al. [21] and was followed by its variants and evolutions [22]. In the area of direct-access strategy, as far as author's knowledge, there is still no method utilizing Ratha's approach.

2. Research Method

Working on parallel process improvement of this new method, the rest of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2.1 introduces the proposed direct-access strategy, comprised of the underlying features extraction (Chapter 2.2), its mathematical perspective for indexing process (Chapter 2.3), retrieval process (Chapter 2.4-2.5), and candidate-list reduction mechanism (Chapter 2.6). Chapter 3 explains design for parallel process (multi-thread) implementation. Chapter 4 describes experiments on public data set, compare multi-thread implementation to its single-thread implementation. It describes the performance evaluation (Chapter 4.1), parameters calibration (Chapter 4.2), and comparison result (Chapter 4.3). Finally, Chapter 5 draws the conclusion.

2.1. Direct-Access Strategy

Figure 1 shows block diagram of direct-access strategy for fingerprint data.

a) The construction was comprised of indexing and retrieval process. It considered general, which means it can also be applied for other kind of data that try to accomplish search in direct-access fashion.

b) Indexing process was based on hashing function with its mathematical perspective (Chapter 2.3) constructed by three discriminator attributes (Figure 2).

c) Retrieval process will output subset $N_T$ of $N$ candidates from database, where $N_T$ are candidates with top similarity score in descending-ordered fashion, and ideally $N_T << N$ and it includes right searched candidate.

d) Retrieval process was constructed by pre-filter stage and matcher stage. Pre-filter stage was based on relative fast-inaccurate pre-filter-score computation (Chapter 2.4), while matcher stage was based on relative slow-accurate matcher-score computation (Chapter 2.5).

e) Retrieval process can be considered as multi-stage score computation, where pre-filter stage is its first stage and matcher stage is its second stage. First stage will output descending-
ordered-score candidate-list, while second stage will output final updated candidate-list, which has new updated score (in descending-ordered fashion too) that come from weighted sum of pre-filter score (Chapter 2.4) and matcher score (Chapter 2.5). Weighting value was optimally determined through learning process on training data (Chapter 4.2).

f) Retrieval process uses multi-stage candidate-list reduction mechanism to finally outputs $N_T$ candidates (Chapter 2.6).

Figure 2 illustrates a structure of a local-star (circle with dashed-line) associated with a minutiae of two different fingerprint impressions, respectively. So, if a fingerprint has $n$ minutiae, it will have $n$ local-star structures. Zoomed rectangle area shows an edge, which constructs a local-star structure, with its three discriminator attributes $(sd(), \beta_i, \beta_j)$, used by proposed direct-access strategy. $sd()$ is edge length, $\beta_i$ is relative orientation of minutia-reference, and $\beta_j$ is relative orientation of minutia-neighbour. Relative orientation is the angle difference between minutia's absolute angle to the edge's absolute angle. Absolute angle is the angle with reference to the horizontal line.

Figure 2. Left: structure of a local star (circle with dashed-line) associated with a minutia, each belongs to left-probe and right-candidate (a matching pair). Right: minutiae orientation from features extraction for: ending type (top); bifurcation type (bottom)

Based on Figure 1 and Figure 2, mathematical perspective of proposed direct-access strategy, would be applied on: indexing process (Chapter 2.3), pre-filter stage of retrieval process (Chapter 2.4), matcher stage of retrieval process (Chapter 2.5), and candidate-list reduction mechanism applied on retrieval process (Chapter 2.6).

2.2. Feature Extraction

Proposed direct-access strategy was run underlying preceded feature extraction process (block Extractor in Figure 1) based on minutiae detection algorithm [23, 24], utilizing algorithm of smoothing, binarization, and thinning [25], where the type, the coordinate location and the orientation of the ridge at each minutiae point are recorded. A minutia orientation is an absolute angle (refer to horizontal line and counter-clockwise increased angle). A ridge-ending orientation is computed by measuring an absolute angle of the line starting at the minutia point to the middle of the ridge. A ridge-bifurcation orientation is computed by measuring an absolute angle of the line starting at the minutia point to the middle of the valley between the bifurcating ridges.

The minutiae plotted in previous Figure 2 illustrate the line to which the angle of orientation is measured. Each minutia point is represented by a circle or square, and the line from the circle or square is either the ridge ending’s ridge, or the ridge bifurcation’s valley. In the illustration, the orientation angle marked as “A” is the ANSI/NIST standard. Angle “B” as FBI/IAFIS standard angle was used for this proposed direct-access strategy.

2.3. Indexing Process

Based on Figure 2, local-star structure can be represented by using graph notation. The star associated with the minutia $m_i$ for a given maximum distance $d_{max}$ and maximum neighbour $n_{max}$ is the graph $S_i$

$$S_i = (V, E)$$
Consisting of:

a) The set of vertices \( V_i \) containing less than or equal to \( n_{\text{max}} \) minutiae \( m_j \) whose spatial distance \( sd() \) from \( m_i \) is less than or equal to \( d_{\text{max}} \).

\[
V_i = \{ m_j \mid n(m_j) \leq n_{\text{max}} \text{ and } sd(m_i, m_j) \leq d_{\text{max}} \}
\]  

(2)

b) The set of edges \( E_i \)

\[
E_i = \{ e_{ij} \}
\]

(3)

Where \( e_{ij} \) is the edge connecting minutia \( m_i \) with minutia \( m_j \) in \( V_i \); \( e_{ij} \) is labeled with a 6-tuple \((id, i, j, sd(m_i, m_j), \beta_i, \beta_j)\), where \( id \) is a fingerprint identifier in database, \( \beta_i \) is relative orientation of \( m_i \) to \( e_{ij} \), and \( \beta_j \) is relative orientation of \( m_j \) to \( e_{ji} \).

Based on Equation (1), for hashing system of indexing process (Figure 1), there is a set:

\[
H_i = \{ h_{ij} \}
\]

(4)

a) \( h_{ij} \) is labeled with a 1-tuple \((h)\), where \( h \) is a positif number, which is an output of hashing function \( h(S_i) \) and considered as a key for data structure hash-table. \( Value \) associated with this key, represents \( S_i \).

b) Hashing function \( h(S_i) \) defined by:

\[
h_k(S_i) = x_i \cdot 2^6 + y_i \cdot 2^{16} + z_i \cdot 2^{24}
\]

(5)

\( k \) is a positif number that represents number of generated buckets (keys) associated with input data that is going into hashing function, where there is a set:

\[
K = \{ k \mid k \in P, k \leq |A| + |B| + |C| \}
\]

(6)

\( x_i \) is an integer number that represents bucket (key) associated with input data, i.e. edge length, \( sd() \), that is going into hashing function, where there is a set:

\[
A = \{ x_i \mid x_i \in Z, (sd(m_p, m_j) - \Delta_d)/\Delta_d \leq x_i \leq (sd(m_p, m_j) + \Delta_d)/\Delta_d \}
\]

(7)

\( y_i \) is an integer number that represents bucket (key) associated with input data, i.e. relative orientation of minutia-reference, \( \beta_i \), that is going into hashing function, where there is a set:

\[
B = \{ y_i \mid y_i \in Z, (\beta_i - \Delta_p)/\Delta_p \leq y_i \leq (\beta_i + \Delta_p)/\Delta_p \}
\]

(8)

\( z_i \) is an integer number that represents bucket (key) associated with input data, i.e. relative orientation of minutia-neighbour, \( \beta_j \), that is going into hashing function, where there is a set:

\[
C = \{ z_i \mid z_i \in Z, (\beta_j - \Delta_p)/\Delta_p \leq z_i \leq (\beta_j + \Delta_p)/\Delta_p \}
\]

(9)

\( \Delta_d \) is an integer number, represents maximum tolerance of \( sd(m_i, m_j) \)

\( \Delta_p \) is an integer number that represents maximum tolerance of \( \beta_i, \beta_j \)

b) Collision in hashing system was accomodated by using data structure list containing input data \( S_i \) with the same bucket (key).

2.4. Pre-filter Stage of Retrieval Process

Based on Equation (1), Figure 3 shows a graph-pair (probe- and candidate- graph) which was used to compute similarity score [23, 26, 27] of matching-pair. This score computation algorithm was considered relatively slow but accurate, and was used by the next
Matcher Stage of Retrieval Process (Chapter 2.5). It needs to mention earlier, to show how relatively fast but inaccurate score computation algorithm was built on it.

Relatively slow-accurate score computation algorithm will work on graph-pair, i.e. probe-graph and candidate-graph, each has its longest-edge by number of (possibly discontinued) edges. Through this graph, the maximum score was computed (Chapter 2.5). The construction of the-longest-edge-pair of graph-pair passed through vertex- or minutia-pair, i.e. one probe minutia and one candidate minutia. Selected minutia-pair was based on certain similarity range of comparison of its three discriminator attributes (Figure 2).

On the other side, relatively fast-inaccurate score computation algorithm just accumulate its score from number of correspondence connected-edges-pair (probe connected-edge and candidate connected-edge). Connected-edge-pair was constructed by two or three probe’s edges for probe connected-edge, and by two or three candidate’s edges for candidate connected-edge. Counted connected-edge-pair was based on certain similarity range of comparison of its three discriminator attributes (Figure 2). Equation (10) describes this relatively fast-inaccurate score computation of a matching pair (probe and candidate), which is constructed by number of its connected-edge-pair from two edges, \( s_{R_2} \), and by number of its connected-edge-pair from three edges, \( s_{R_3} \).

\[
S_R = S_{R_2} + w_{R_3} \cdot S_{R_3} \quad (10)
\]

Where:

a) \( s_{R_2} \) is equal to \(|E_{R_2}|\) (cardinality of the set of edges \( E_{R_2} \)), where \( E_{R_2} \) was computed on the set of edges \( E_i \) (Equation 3), such that:

\[
E_{R_2} = \{ (e_{p_i} e_{p_j}) | i \neq j \text{ AND } i \neq k \text{ AND } j \neq k \text{ AND } |s d(m_{p_i}, m_{p_j}) - s d(m_{c_{i}}, m_{c_{j}})| \leq \Delta_d \text{ AND } |\beta_{p_i} - \beta_{c_{i}}| \leq \Delta_\beta \text{ AND } |\beta_{p_j} - \beta_{c_{j}}| \leq \Delta_\beta \text{ AND } |\beta_{p_k} - \beta_{c_{k}}| \leq \Delta_\beta \}
\]

b) \( s_{R_3} \) is equal to \(|E_{R_3}|\) (cardinality of the set of edges \( E_{R_3} \)), where \( E_{R_3} \) was computed on the set of edges \( E_i \) (Equation 3), such that:

\[
E_{R_3} = \{ (e_{p_i} e_{p_j} e_{p_k}) | i \neq j \text{ AND } i \neq k \text{ AND } i \neq l \text{ AND } j \neq k \text{ AND } j \neq l \text{ AND } |s d(m_{p_i}, m_{p_j}) - s d(m_{c_{i}}, m_{c_{j}})| \leq \Delta_d \text{ AND } |\beta_{p_i} - \beta_{c_{i}}| \leq \Delta_\beta \text{ AND } |\beta_{p_j} - \beta_{c_{j}}| \leq \Delta_\beta \text{ AND } |\beta_{p_k} - \beta_{c_{k}}| \leq \Delta_\beta \text{ AND } |\beta_{p_j} - \beta_{c_{j}}| \leq \Delta_\beta \text{ AND } |\beta_{p_k} - \beta_{c_{k}}| \leq \Delta_\beta \text{ AND } |\beta_{p_l} - \beta_{c_{l}}| \leq \Delta_\beta \}
\]

c) For point 2 and 3, \( p \) represents probe, \( c \) represents candidate, \( \Delta_d \) and \( \Delta_\beta \) represents maximum tolerance for related variable (Chapter 2.3).

d) \( w_{R_3} \) is weighting of \( s_{R_3} \) which is determined through the learning process on training data (Chapter 4.2).

2.5. Matcher Stage of Retrieval Process

Equation (13) describes relatively slow-accurate score computation, which was applied on matching graph-pair (Figure 3).

\[
s_M = \max (S_M) \quad (13)
\]
Figure 3. Case of False Reject (FR) of a matching pair, i.e. probe (left) and candidate (right), where the algorithm computes similarity score on wrong fingerprint area (square area with dash-line). Nevertheless, it shows how the algorithm works to produce the longest-edge-pair (each belongs to probe and candidate) that will be used for relatively slow-accurate score computation.

Where $s_M$ is equal to maximum value of $s_k$ on set $S_M$.

$$S_M = \{ s_k \mid k \in P, s_k = \sum_{i=1}^N w_i \cdot v_i \}$$

k is positive number, $N$ is number of involved matching variables, $v_i$ is individual score of a matching variable, and $w_i$ is weighting of $v_i$, which is determined by learning process on training data (see Chapter 4.2). As shown by Figure 3, involved matching variables, $v$, are:

a) Number of minutia-pair, one minutia from probe-graph and one corresponding minutia from candidate-graph (seven minutia-pairs as shown by Figure 3).

b) Number of repetition found of minutia-pair that construct the longest-edge of graph-pair (not visible by Figure 3).

c) Number of edge-pair that construct the longest-edge of graph-pair (six edge-pairs as shown by Figure 3).

d) Number of minutia-pairs that have same type of minutia (as shown by Figure 3, minutia-pair number 3 was not counted since its probe-minutia of left graph is type Ending and its corresponding candidate-minutia of right graph is type Bifurcation).

e) Accumulation of the difference of edge-length between probe-edge of probe-graph and its corresponding candidate-edge of candidate-graph associated with the longest-edge of graph-pair (not visible by Figure 3).

f) Accumulation of the difference of relative orientation between minutia-reference of probe-graph and its corresponding minutia-reference of candidate-graph associate with the longest-edge of graph-pair (not visible by Figure 3).

g) Accumulation of the difference of relative orientation between minutia-neighbour of probe-graph and its corresponding minutia-neighbour of candidate-graph associate with the longest-edge of graph-pair (cannot shown by Figure 3).

h) Fraction of minutia-pairs equals to average value of fraction of probe-minutiae and fraction of candidate-minutiae. Fraction of probe-minutiae equals to ratio of number of probe-minutiae (that construct the longest-edge of probe-graph) to the total number of probe-minutia. Fraction of candidate-minutiae equals to ratio of number of candidate-minutiae (that construct the longest-edge of candidate-graph) to the total number of candidate-minutia. Respectively, number of probe-minutiae and number of candidate-minutiae that construct the longest edge of graph pair, is equals to number of minutia-pair, i.e. seven, as shown by Figure 3.
2.6. Candidate List Reduction

Cascade candidate-list (CL) reduction mechanism through two step process, was applied for retrieval process (Figure 1). The first step was applied to pre-filter stage and the second one for matcher stage.

a) The first step, by applying variable threshold on score ratio [28]. Given a database of $N$ candidate fingerprints and a query (probe) fingerprint, let CL from point 1, i.e. \{$(id_k, s_{R_k})$\}, $k = 1, \ldots, n$, be the sorted list of $n$ initial candidates with $0 < n \leq N$. Each CL element consists of a database fingerprint identifier $id_k$ and a score $s_{R_k}$, where $s_{R_k} \geq s_{R_{k+1}}$. A reduction criterion retains the first $n_R$ candidates of CL, where the number $n_R$ ($0 \leq n_R \leq n$) is determined on the basis of the scores in CL itself. Variable threshold on score ratio given by the equation below:

$$n_R = \begin{cases} \min(K_p) - 1, & \text{if } K_p \neq 0 \\ n, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

Where:

$$K_p = \{k \mid \frac{s_{k'}}{s_k} > \rho \},$$

$$s_{k'} = \max(1, k - p.n), \quad \frac{1}{n} \leq p \leq 1, \text{ and } 0 \leq \rho \leq 1$$

b) The second step, by simply truncating CL from point 2 to become $N_T$ if CL length longer than $N_T$. If CL length shorter or same length than $N_T$, nothing will be truncated.

3. Multi-Thread Design

To be able to design parallel (multi-thread) process [29], we need to understand memory objects operation in process. Figure 4 illustrated several improved memory objects, preliminary studied by [23, 30], that constructs proposed direct-access process blocks (Figure 1) and implement several supporting data structures [31].

![Figure 4. Memory Objects Construction in Proposed Direct-access Strategy](image-url)

Figure 4 illustrates multi-thread design based on those memory objects functionality.

a) Multi-threading was applied both to indexing and retrieval process that construct proposed direct-access strategy (Figure 1).
b) There are two types of thread involved, i.e. thread for data partitioning (applied to indexing and retrieval), and thread for work partitioning (applied to retrieval only).

c) Step 1, at indexing process and retrieval process, uses multi-thread for construction of 2D data-array (Equation (1)), related to computation and ordering of relatively slow-accurate similarity score (Equation (13)) by Step 4 at retrieval process.

d) Step 2 using multi-thread for process at hash-table (Equation (4)) with data (Equation (5)) addition and lookup activity related to indexing process and retrieval process, respectively.

e) Step 3 at retrieval process using multi-thread related to computation and ordering relatively fast-inaccurate similarity score (Equation (10)).

Figure 5. Multi-threading in Proposed Direct-access Strategy: indexing (left) and retrieval (right).
Step 1 at both side, constructs 2D data-array for computing & ordering relatively slow-accurate score by Step 4 at retrieval side. Step 2 at both side related to candidates hash table add-lookup activity. Step 3 at retrieval side related to computing and ordering relatively fast-inaccurate score

4. Results and Analysis
This chapter describes experiment carried out to compare multi-thread to its single-thread implementation of proposed direct-access strategy (Chapter 4.3). It is a C# implementation, running on a 2.40-GHz Intel Core 2 Quad CPU [32]. The experiment was based on direct-access performance evaluation (Chapter 4.1) using optimized algorithm’s parameters through learning process on separated training data (Chapter 4.2).

4.1. Performance Evaluation
4.1.1. Accuracy
The accuracy performance of fingerprint direct-access [4] approaches is typically evaluated by reporting the trade-off between Error Rate (ER) and Penetration Rate (PR). The
ER is defined as the percentage of searched fingerprints that are not found. The PR is the portion of the database that the system has to search on the average (corresponding to the average length of the candidate lists).

In this benchmark area, the ER/PR trade-off depends on a parameter \( \text{Max}_{\text{PR}} \) controlling the maximum portion of database to be considered: the ER/PR is calculated for \( \text{Max}_{\text{PR}} \) values in the range \([1\%, ..., 100\%]\). Each value of \( \text{Max}_{\text{PR}} \) corresponds to a maximum number of candidates \( \text{Max}_C = \text{Max}_{\text{PR}} \cdot N_{\text{DB}} \), where \( N_{\text{DB}} \) is the total number of database fingerprints: if a candidate list is longer than \( \text{Max}_C \), only the first \( \text{Max}_C \) candidates are considered to calculate the corresponding PR and ER values.

Figure 6 shows the pseudo-code describes the procedure in detail. Note that the length of the candidate list produced by an algorithm can be different for each query. A shorter candidate list will result in lower PR values, but may produce more errors, hence this aspect should be carefully considered [33, 28].

Let \( C_i = \{ ID_{i,1}, ID_{i,2}, ..., ID_{i,N_i} \} \) be the list of candidates returned by the algorithm for the \( i \)th query (containing \( N_i \) candidates)
For \( \text{Max}_{\text{PR}} = 1 \) to 100
   // Average PR considering at most \( \text{Max}_{\text{PR}} \) % candidates
   \[
   \text{PR}(\text{Max}_{\text{PR}}) = \text{Avg}_{i} \left( \frac{\text{Err}(i, L(i, \text{Max}_{\text{PR}}))}{N_{\text{DB}}} \right)
   \]
   // Average ER considering at most \( \text{Max}_{\text{PR}} \) % candidates
   \[
   \text{ER}(\text{Max}_{\text{PR}}) = \text{Avg}_{i} \left( \text{Err}(i, L(i, \text{Max}_{\text{PR}})) \right)
   \]
End For
where:
// Actual length of the \( i \)th candidate list considering at most \( \text{Max}_{\text{PR}} \) % candidates
\[
L(i, \text{Max}_{\text{PR}}) = \min \left( \frac{\text{Max}_{\text{PR}} \cdot N_{\text{DB}}}{100}, N_i \right)
\]
\[
\text{Err}(i, L) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if the } i \text{th mate is not among the first } L \text{ candidates in } C_i \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Figure 6. Pseudo-code of Performance Evaluation Generation for Proposed Direct Access.

4.1.2. Efficiency

Efficiency includes speed and scalability aspects. Based on [4, 5], speed performance of direct access strategy is evaluated by the flatness trend of average query search time as a function of number of candidates in the database. Meanwhile, scalability performance of direct access strategy is evaluated with an average ER graphs on a certain PR as a function of number of candidates in the database.

4.2. Parameters Calibration

Our direct-access strategy uses hill climbing optimization [34] to adjust parameter values that construct overall algorithm. Hill climbing is a mathematical optimization technique which belongs to the family of local search. Local search algorithms search several solutions in the candidate-solutions space by incrementally changing a single factor of the solution, until a solution deemed optimal is found or a time bound is elapsed.

It attempts to maximize (or minimize) a target function \( f(X) \), where \( X \) is a vector of continuous and/or discrete values and then \( X \) was said to be "locally optimal". This proposed direct-access strategy attempts to minimize a target function \( f(X) \), where \( X \) is a vector of discrete values.

a) A separate data set has been used during some preliminary experiments to optimize various parameters of the proposed approach. In the following, this data set will be referred to as Calibration DB. It is FVC2000 DB1 A, the first FVC2000 database (2) which contains 800 fingerprints from 100 fingers, eight impressions per finger, 300x300 pixels, 500 DPI, and captured using low-cost optical sensor "Secure Desktop Scanner" by KeyTronic.
b) Both the parameters of feature extraction process (Chapter 2.2) and the indexing-retrieval processes (Chapter 2.3 - 2.5) have been tuned on the Calibration DB and have been used for all of the experiments described in this Chapter 4.

c) Optimizing various parameters based on target function.

\[
f(X) = \sum_{i=1}^{i_{max}} w_{m_i} \cdot ER_{m_i}(X)
\]

Where \( X \) is a vector of discrete parameters (50 parameters for features extraction process and 21 parameters for indexing-retrieval process). \( ER_{m_i}(X) \) is the lowest PR for ER \( \leq n_i \), with \( i_{max} = 20 \) then \( m_i \) (in %) = 100 / \( n_i \), and \( n_i \) (in %) = \{15, 13, 11, 10, 9, 7, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1\}. So we have \( m_i = \{7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 20, 25, 33, 50, 100, 111, 125, 143, 167, 200, 250, 333, 500, 1000\} \). Different weighting applied for \( w_{m_i} \) since lower \( ER_{m_i}(X) \) for bigger \( i \) is more important (4).

\[
w_{m_i} = \frac{i_{max} - (n_i - n_{i_{max}})}{i_{max}}
\]

Figure 7 shows the optimized minimum \( f(X) \) which is the trade-off between the PR and ER (Chapter 4.1) on the Calibration DB.

4.3. Result: Comparison

In order to evaluate comparison of multi-thread implementation to its single-thread implementation of proposed direct-access strategy, a large public fingerprint data set provided by CASIA (35) was used. The experiments have been carried out as follows:

a) 20,000 impressions from 4,000 fingers (five impressions per finger) were used. First impression for index creation, and other four for searching (as query impressions).

b) Four searching tests have been performed, increasing the database size \( N \) from 1000 to 4,000 impressions (adding \( N = 1000 \) per test).

c) For each query, \( N_T = N/10 \) candidates have been retrieved.

For each of the fifteen tests, the following performance indicators have been measured:

a) Average total search time, i.e. time of extractor, pre-filter, and matcher (Figure 1).

b) Average ER at an average PR of 10% (Chapter 4.1).

Figure 8 shows measured performance indicators above as functions of database size \( N \). Several aspects about comparison:

a) Single-thread implementation seems slight faster on average search time than its multi-thread implementation for first and second test. There is turning point where at third and fourth test, multi-thread implementation faster on average search time than its single-thread implementation.

b) For the fourth test, multi-thread implementation can reduce average search time about 17% compared to its single-thread implementation. For further bigger database size, we predict multi-thread implementation still can reduce average search time at certain value more than 17% until saturation status (maximum work of threads) was reached.
c) Analyzing previous point, it seems for smaller database size (first and second test), multi-thread implementation has relatively constant value of additional overhead time (for maintaining its parallel process) contribute to total average search time. This additional overhead time can not compensate to give faster total average search time compared to total average search time of its single-thread implementation.

d) There was slight difference in average accuracy between multi-thread and its single-thread implementation, as shown by graph at right side of Figure 8. The slight difference in accuracy was caused by internal random process and slight difference in template data generation during extraction process.

![Figure 8](image)

Figure 8. Average total search time (left) and average accuracy indicators (right) of proposed direct-access strategy as functions of the database size $N$.

5. Conclusion

Multi-thread (parallel process) implementation for new method of fingerprint direct-access strategy has already been proposed. Mainly, during query (Figure 5), multi-thread applied on lookup process of hashing data structure (considered as data partitioning) and on similarity score computation (considered as work partitioning). With careful design of multi-thread process, start on certain database size, its implementation confirmed faster average search time result compare to its single-thread implementation. Using quad-thread of dual-core single processor on last two tests on experiment, multi-thread implementation can reduce average search time. More specific at last tests, it can reduce about 17% average search time compared to its single-thread implementation with relatively same accuracy trend (Figure 8).
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